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- 5-spoke cross
- Diameter 740 mm
- Height (including casters) 120 mm

Pillar

- In polished aluminum
- 360° free rotation

Casters

- Cover in polished aluminum
- Diameter 50 mm
- Freewheel or braked in case of load absence 
- Available for hard or soft floors

Upholstery

- European bovine cuoietto leather 

Optional

- Chrome-plated or nickel-plated aluminum elements
- Lacquering in white or black

Kleos BB641.18 Technical Data

Executive and guest chair - Kleos BB641.18

Kleos BB600 chair series includes different models to adapt to the most diverse destinations of use and environment. Suitable for elegant offices, 
refined studies as well as valued domestic environments, both in classic and modern style. The exclusive design of Kleos BB600 is the result of 
through study of natural materials that led to the creation of comfortable and flexible multilayer shells of shaped beechwood, upholstered and 
covered in soft hand-stitched leather and the sturdy yet elegant aluminum structure. Modern, but destined to become a classic.

The BB641.18 chair is defined by a comfortable , distinguish and safe high backrest shell, the column that allows 360° rotation, and the elegant five-
spoke base with with free or braked castors, suitable for hard or soft floors. All Kleos BB600 metal parts are made of polished die-cast aluminum.

Shell

- Monocoque made of shaped beechwood, 13.5 mm thick
- Width 495 mm
- Depth (seat) 460 mm
- Height (back) 780 mm
- Polyurethane foam padding
- Leather upholstery
- Hand-sewn

Shell Support

- In polished aluminum
- Exclusive design

Armrests
- Directly applied to the body support
- In polished aluminum
- Exclusive design

Base

- In polished aluminum

Born in Ferrara in 1967, Enrico 
Puggioli graduated at the University 
of Architecture in Venice. He has a 
consolidated experience in the field 
of the enhancement of architectural 
heritage, restoration and renovation 
projects, new buildings and interior 
furnishings in various Italian cities. His 
artistic touch recalls the classic style, 
but always closely linked to new trends. 
In 2015 his collaboration with Kleos was 
born and he took part on the creation of 
the brand new line of office furniture.

Kleos designers

Matteo Formenti Enrico Puggioli

Matteo Formenti is born in 1985 in 
Magenta (Milan, Italy). He obtained 
a Master’s Degree in Environmental 
Technological Architecture at the Milan 
Polytechnic. After qualified experience 
as architect and important contributions 
to civil engineering, he become 
passionate about the idea of bringing 
together technology and design, to 
achieve advanced ergonomic solutions. 
Joining Kleos on  2015 allowed him to 
put his passion to use and express the 
best of his creativity in the design of  
chairs and avant-garde office furniture.

The BB640 series design has been registered with the World Intellectual Property Organization and is internationally protected.
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www.kleos.online

BBZ4BBZ3BBZ2

BBZ8 BBZ9

BBZ1

BBZ7

BBZ5 BBZ6

Lasting

Upholstery

Dimensions

Leather

Cuoietto leather from European bovine cowhide

The images are for informational purposes only and may not exactly match the purchased product or accessories.
Further colors and materials for upholstery can be discussed and ordered by e-mail to contact@kleos.online


